May 2019 NEW LEAD TITLES

INTRODUCING:

MINI MONOGRAPHS

A new series that celebrates Australia’s most captivating artists, featuring
a collection of their best loved works.
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May 2019 NEW LEAD TITLES

Polixeni Papapetrou
Polixeni Papapetrou with essay by
Joanna Murray-Smith

Del Kathryn Barton
Del Kathryn Barton with essay by
Sarah Darmody

96 pages, 205 x 165 mm, full colour throughout (HB)
ISBN: 9781760760038
Thames & Hudson Australia

96 pages, 205 x 165 mm, full colour throughout (HB)
ISBN: 9781760760052
Thames & Hudson Australia

NZ$35.00

NZ$35.00

A new series of monographs on Australian female artists, selected with series editor Natalie King,
curator and Enterprise Professor at the Victorian College of the Arts. These books are compact yet
perfectly formed. They comprise 96 pages of the artist’s favourite works - designed for optimum visual
impact and to reach anyone who is inspired by art and beauty.
The extra frisson for these titles comes in the introduction. For each monograph, one luminary from
another field will write a personal, powerful essay of 1200 words. It could be an ode to one particular
painting; it could be a parallel narrative inspired by themes in the artist’s work.

MAJOR PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
Newspapers and Magazines
Art + Australia
Sydney Morning Herald
Guardian
The Age
Good Weekend
Australian Financial Review
NZ Herald
Vogue Living
The Australian
Elle

Online
The Design Files
Broadsheet
ArtsHub and other
arts blogs

Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services
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t +61 2 4390 1300

Radio
In all states including
Radio National Arts
Hub
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May 2019 NEW ART AND CULTURE
The Art of Feminism: Images that Shaped the Fight for
Equality
Edited by Helena Reckitt
The Art of Feminism charts the birth of the feminist aesthetic and its development
over two centuries that have seen profound and fast-paced change in women’s
lives globally. Published to coincide with International Women’s Day (8 March).
272 pages, 279 x 248 mm, 250 colour and bw illustrations (HB)
ISBN: 9781849766494					Tate Gallery

NZ$65.00
Together We Stand: Celebrating 150 Years of Achievements
of the Women’s Rights Movement
The Fawcett Society, Illustrated by Rebecca Strickson
Together We Stand is an accessible and fully-illustrated book that tells the story of
the women’s movement over the past 150 years. Organised into feminist waves, it
tells a visual story about rights campaigns and the women who inspired them.
128 pages, 208 x 152 mm, 4-colour illustrations (PLC)
ISBN: 9781912827107			
Modern Books

NZ$29.99
Hockney/Van Gogh - The Joy of Nature
Edited by Hans den Hartog Jager
This is a parallel look at Hockney and Van Gogh’s love of nature as expressed in
their landscape paintings. Landscape has become an important theme for David
Hockney, especially since he returned to the Yorkshire Wolds in the 1990s. The
landscapes in this catalgoue reveal in-depth observations of the changing seasons
and the way in which light, space and nature are constantly in motion.
176 pages, 225 x 270 mm, full colour throughout (PB)
ISBN: 9780500239971			
Thames & Hudson

NZ$55.00
Ludwig Bemelmans: The Illustrators Series
Quentin Blake and Laurie Britton Newell
While almost everybody knows Ludwig Bemelmans’ Madeline, the fact that the
illustrator published over forty other titles remains a well-kept secret. Bemelmans,
through his magical work, gives us glimpses of a life that embodied both hard work
and glamour. The first title in Thames & Hudson’s brand-new series, this book offers
a visually rich insight into the life and work of this important artist and writer.
112 pages, 245 x 187 mm, 80 colour illustrations (HB)
ISBN: 9780500519950			
Thames & Hudson

NZ$45.00
Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services
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May 2019 NEW LEAD TITLE

Gray Malin: Italy
Gray Malin
Following the successes of both Beaches and Escape, Gray Malin turns his unique eye to the coasts,
beaches, and landscapes of Italy. From the sparkling blue waters of the Amalfi Coast to the dramatic coastal
scenery of Cinque Terre, Gray Malin: Italy captures and celebrates many of the country’s most famous and
beloved destinations. Inspired by Malin’s bestselling photographic series “La Dolce Vita,” Gray Malin: Italy
highlights timeless details of the Italian Riviera: happy beachgoers, retro beach umbrellas, luxury motorboats,
and of course, the sun-soaked water.
Beaches
ISBN: 9781419720895
NZ$60.00

Beaches is currently in its eighth printing and is a New York
Times bestseller that has sold more than 53,000 copies.
Escape has sold over 15,000 copies.

Escape
ISBN: 9781419727597
NZ$60.00

144 pages, 330 mm x 254 mm, 125 colour photographs (HB)
ISBN: 9781419735974					Abrams

NZ$65.00
Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services
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May 2019 NEW LEAD PHOTOGRAPHY
Body: The Photography Book
Nathalie Herschdorfer
The body remains a battleground. Politicized, conceptualized
and increasingly shared, our often-paradoxical relationship with
the human form is nothing new, but finds itself heightened in the
digitised, virtualised era of the ‘post-industrial’ body. No longer
a tool but a work-in-progress, our bodily expectations bound
from fantasy to reality, beauty to tyranny, art to commerce and
curiosity to obsession, leaving us dreaming of other bodies
and alternate lives.
Surveying a range of over 360 photographic representations
from the worlds of art, fashion, scientific and vernacular
photography – including the work of Nobuyoshi Araki, Bettina
Rheims, Lauren Greenfield, Viviane Sassen, Cindy Sherman,
Wolfgang Tillmans, Daido Moriyama, Sally Mann, Pieter Hugo
and Juergen Teller, Sølve Sundsbø and Daniel Sannwald –
Body: The Photography Book explores what our imaging of the
human form, and the ways in which those images have been
used and shared, might reflect of our relationship to the body.
432 pages, 300 x 210 mm, 380 colour illustrations (HB)
ISBN: 9780500021583				
Thames & Hudson

NZ$105.00
Martin Parr: Beach Therapy
Martin Parr
During his long career as a photographer, Martin Parr has
always photographed on beaches, particularly in the UK.
He has often used the beach as a laboratory to experiment
with new cameras and techniques. When he changed
from black and white to medium format colour in the early
80s, his first major project was about New Brighton, a run
down seaside resort near Liverpool. In recent months he
has started exploring the beach with the aid of a telephoto
lens. This lens is rarely used in the world of art and
documentary photography so it is a challenge to find new
ways of using it. Often this involves incorporating the
vegetation on the perimeter with the beach as a backdrop,
both in and out of focus.
Over his long career, Parr has tried everything from a close
up macro lens, a medium format wide angled camera and
finally this latest offering with the telephoto.
120 pages, 220 x 300 mm, 75 colour illustrations (HB)
ISBN: 9788862086257			
Damiani Editore

NZ$65.00
Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services
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May 2019 NEW LEAD TITLE

The Sea Journal: Seafarers’ Sketchbooks
Huw Lewis-Jones
The sea has been an endless source of fascination, at once both alluring and mysterious, a place of wonder and terror.
The Sea Journal contains first-hand records by a great range of travellers of their encounters with strange creatures
and new lands, full of dangers and delights, pleasures and perils. In this remarkable gathering of private journals, log
books, letters and diaries, we follow the voyages of intrepid sailors as they set down their immediate impressions of
all they saw. Often still bearing the traces of their nautical past, the intriguing and enchanting sketches and drawings
in this book brilliantly capture the spirit of the oceans and the magic of the sea.

•
•

A treasure trove of visual delights: a collection of journals
and sketchbooks sourced from libraries, archives and private
collections, as well as family heirlooms
This is a companion to the internationally bestselling
Explorer’s Sketchbooks

304 pages, 195 x 270 mm, 300 colour illustrations (HB)
ISBN: 9780500021279		
Thames & Hudson

The Writer’s Map
ISBN: 9780500519509
NZ$60.00

Explorer’s Sketchbooks
ISBN: 9780500252192
NZ$70.00

NZ$65.00
Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services
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May 2019 NEW LEAD COOKBOOKS
Genuine Pizza: Better Pizza at Home
Michael Schwartz
Throughout his acclaimed career, chef Michael Schwartz has been celebrated for his
skilled use of quality ingredients, and with his pizzas, this talent is on full display. This is
Schwartz’s vibrantly illustrated, approachable and easy-to-follow guidebook for creating
unforgettable pizzas at home.
Pizza Camp
ISBN: 9781419724091
NZ$50.00

240 pages, 254 x 203 mm, 200 colour photographs (HB)
ISBN: 9781419734397				 Abrams

NZ$50.00
BBQ&A with Myron Mixon: Everything You Ever Wanted To Know
About Barbecue
Myron Mixon with Kelly Alexander
Not sure what a brisket is, or how to cook one? In this book, New York Times bestselling
author Myron Mixon answers the most frequently asked questions in BBQ with nononsense advice, practical illustrations, and delicious recipes.
Myron Mixons BBQ Rules
ISBN: 9781617691843
NZ$45.00

240 pages, 241 x 191 mm, 70 colour photographs (HB)
ISBN: 9781419727023				Abrams

NZ$50.00

The Bacon Bible
Peter Sherman with Stephanie Banyas
Bacon is Peter Sherman’s North Star. In 2014, he opened BarBacon, a bacon-themed
gastropub in New York City, to immediate critical and financial success. He has since
become the go-to bacon guru for the world. Sherman has a nearly religious devotion to
bacon, and in his tome, The Bacon Bible, he shares more than 200 recipes that show
you how to incorporate bacon into nearly any meal you can imagine.
368 pages, 229 x 178 mm, 200 colour photographs (HB)
ISBN: 9781419734618				 Abrams

NZ$55.00
Compliments to the Chef: 100 Châteauform Chef Recipes
Photographs by Marie-Pierre Morel with Foreword by Michael Roth
In this new cookbook, 52 European chefs share 100 favorite recipes, sweet and savory,
based on locally sourced ingredients and including vegetarian, vegan, and gluten-free
options. Illustrated by Marie-Pierre Morel’s stylish, mouthwatering photographs, each
recipe focuses on one key ingredient, and the chefs provide tips and tricks that will ensure
professional results for home cooks.
160 pages, 285 x 220 mm, 104 colour photographs (HB)
ISBN: 9781419737831				
Abrams

NZ$80.00
Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services
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May 2019 INTRODUCING HATJE CANTZ
Jean Molitor: bau1haus
Edited by Nadine Barth with text by Kaija Voss
Trailblazers, allies, and heirs to modernism are united by an architectural language
generally described as “Bauhaus.” The Bauhaus legacy, which Jean Molitor has
been tracking around the world since 2009, is presented here in this special edition
catalogue with original print included. In his art project bau1haus, Molitor focuses
on the buildings’ aesthetics.
160 pages, 250 x 290 mm, 100 colour and bw illustrations (HB)
ISBN: 9783775745383				
Hatje Cantz

NZ$200.00
Futuruins: The Future of Ruins and Ruins of the Future
Edited by Dimitri Ozerkov
Ruin is never neutral: caught between nature and culture, suspended between
catastrophe and reconstruction, it is immersed in the flow of time while suggesting
eternity. In this book, Dimitri Ozerkov discusses ruin as an idea of historical
complexity: from the first mythologies of destruction, the effect of divine wrath, to the
“iconoclastic terrorism” of Palmyra.
816 pages, 230 x 165 mm, 500 colour illustrations (HB)
ISBN: 9783775745413			
Hatje Cantz

NZ$100.00
Donald Judd: Donald Judd & Switzerland
Edited by Alu Menziken
Donald Judd (1928-1994), one of the most influential figures in Western post-war
art, was closely connected to Switzerland. From the early 1970s until his death,
the American artist produced significant exhibitions in Switzerland, as well as an
extraordinary architectural work on Lake Lucerne. This new volume sheds light on
the artist’s collaborations with Alu Menziken AG and other Swiss companies.
176 pages, 310 x 285 mm, 124 colour illustrations (HB)
ISBN: 9783775745499		
Hatje Cantz

NZ$90.00
AROTIN & SERGHEI: Infinite Screen
Introduction by Gerfried Stocker
The artists AROTIN & SERGHEI question the predominate language of our time:
the constant visual observation of the infinite mutations of “light cells,” the smallest
components of digital imagery. Their most recent work, Infinite Screen, grapples
with themes of endless space, the illusionary surface of images, and the genesis of
light. It was realised in several large-scale variations at Ars Electronica and more.
304 pages, 300 x 240 mm, 250 colour illustrations (HB)
ISBN: 9783775745451				
Hatje Cantz

NZ$80.00
Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services
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May 2019 INTRODUCING HATJE CANTZ
Louisa Clement: Remote Control
Edited by Andreas Beitin and Stefan Gronert
The photographs, videos, installations, sculptures, and new VR works by Louisa
Clement deal with phenomena related to a sense of disturbance in times of political
and social insecurity. In an almost surreal manner, Clement’s detailed photographs
conjure up a new image of the body that represents the ambivalent vision of a “new
human being.” This publication is a companion to Clement’s first exhibition.
160 pages, 300 x 200 mm, 110 colour illustrations (PB)
ISBN: 9783775745314			
Hatje Cantz

NZ$80.00
Alicja Kwade: In Aporie
Texts by Marie Nipper, Arja Miller and Minik Rosing
One of the most prominent artists of her generation, Berlin-based Alicja Kwade has
gained international attention during the last decade, securing herself a leading
position on the international contemporary art scene. In Aporie is the first monograph
on Kwade covering a wide range of her intriguing works, which have been fuelled
by her complex ideas and theories.
368 pages, 310 x 255 mm, 185 colour illustrations (HB)
ISBN: 9783775745444			
Hatje Cantz

NZ$110.00
Alejandra Seeber: About and Out
Edited by Alejandro Cesarco
About and Out presents an expansive non-chronological introduction to Alejandra
Seeber’s artistic practice. The book tracks the artist̕ s aesthetic concerns and
strategies as she negotiates and undoes a number of dominating structural binaries
such as high/low, abstraction/figuration, modern/postmodern, and center/periphery.
The book also includes a conversation between Valentina Liernur and the artist.
176 pages, 254 x 203 mm, 80 colour illustrations (PB)
ISBN: 9783775744959			
Hatje Cantz

NZ$70.00
Tutto: Perspectives on Italian Art
Edited by Ingvild Goetz, Leo Lencsés, Karsten Löckemann
For many artists, overcoming the two-dimensional canvas is a central point of
reference. The exhibition Tutto and its accompanying catalogue provide insight into
various artistic approaches that combine the concepts of opening up, expanding,
or overcoming the traditional panel painting. Here, the artists on display range from
Carla Accardis, to Enrico Castellanis, all the way to Piero Manzoni.
300 pages, 320 x 240 mm, 180 colour illustrations (PB)
ISBN: 9783775745222			
Hatje Cantz

NZ$70.00
Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services
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May 2019 NEW LEAD GALLERY TITLES
Ian North: art/work/words
Edited by Maria Zagala
Ian North: art/work/words traces the career of New Zealand-born,
Adelaide-based artist, curator and writer, Ian North. Edited by Maria
Zagala, Associate Curator of Prints and Photographs at the Art Gallery
of South Australia, the book features essays by ten leading academics,
curators and writers. The book offers an overview and assessment
of Ian North’s wide-ranging career, highlighting his significant work in
photography from the 1970s to the present day, and his contribution
to Australian museum practice as a curator at the Art Gallery of South
Australia (1971–80) and the National Gallery of Australia (1980–84).
224 pages, 240 x 295 mm, 114 illustrations (HB)
ISBN: 9781921668371		
Art Gallery of South Australia

NZ$90.00
Escher X nendo | Between Two Worlds
Catherine Leahy
This is the first publication to feature the extraordinary work of Dutch artist
M. C. Escher in dialogue with the work of acclaimed Japanese design
studio nendo. Featuring works from the Gemeentemuseum Den Haag, The
Hague, which holds the world’s largest Escher collection, this expansive
book covers the full span of the artist’s career, from 1916 through to his
final work, produced in 1969. Celebrated as a master of optical illusion,
Escher created some of the most iconic images of the twentieth century.
This unique artistic vision is traced through 160 prints and drawings and
presented within a groundbreaking design experience by nendo.
300 pages, 300 x 240 mm, full colour throughout (HB with slipcase)
ISBN: 9781925432534				
NGV International

NZ$55.00
Visions of Paradise: Indian Court Paintings
Wayne Crothers
Artists of the Rajput and Mughal courts produced some of the most
richly decorated and exquisitely detailed paintings in the history of art.
These visually complex and sophisticated scenes have become an
internationally celebrated part of India’s culture and visual identity.
Visions of Paradise presents the National Gallery of Victoria’s collection
of Indian court paintings, including its internationally important holdings
of Rajput paintings, and opens up the world of opulent palaces,
sumptuous lifestyles and cultural activities of the famed maharanas
and maharajas of Rajasthan.
320 pages, 245 x 285 mm, full colour throughout (HB with jacket)
ISBN: 9781925432589				NGV International

NZ$55.00
Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services
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May 2019 NEW LEAD FASHION AND JEWELLERY
Point of View: Four Decades of Defining Style
Tonne Goodman, Foreword by Wendy Goodman
Throughout her illustrious career, Tonne Goodman has made the famous stylish
and the stylish famous. The Vogue fashion director has not only shaped the way
women dress and see themselves, but she has also created a nexus in which the
worlds of celebrity and style continually collide. Now, in Point of View, Goodman’s
life and career are explored for the first time.
356 pages, 330 x 254 mm, 200 colour photographs (HB)
ISBN: 9781419734588				 Abrams

NZ$120.00
The Sartorial Travel Guide
Simon Crompton
This essential travel guide distils a decade of style expert Simon Crompton’s experiences
travelling the world to meet and advise the finest menswear producers and artisans,
providing everything the modern man needs to know to travel in style, explaining what to
buy and where to buy it. With locator maps to assist the planning of your trip and practical
advice on how and what to pack, you will be prepared for any occasion.
240 pages, 198 x 130 mm, 300 colour illustrations (HB)
ISBN: 9780500021569			
Thames & Hudson

NZ$39.99
Boucheron: Free-Spirited Jeweler
Anita Coppet
This book is a journey through the sparkling world of the iconic Maison Boucheron,
which has championed a sensual, chic, modern, and independent form of femininity
for over a century and a half. The Boucheron universe is explored through images
from the company’s archives, drawings, outstanding jewels, and a photographic
portfolio of unique pieces created specially for this anniversary volume.
216 pages, 345 x 245 mm, colour photographs throughout (HB)
ISBN: 9781419734908					Abrams

NZ$120.00
Woman of Color
LaTonya Yvette
LaTonya Yvette, the blogger and stylist behind the eponymous site, is unapologetically
candid about life’s trials, including motherhood, love, death, and racism. Her first
book is part memoir, part lifestyle guide - packed with moving essays, gorgeous
original and archival photographs, and style and beauty advice. At the very heart,
thought, it’s about LaTonya’s experience growing up as a woman in Brooklyn.
192 pages, 229 x 178 mm, 75 colour photographs (HB)
ISBN: 9781419732942				Abrams

NZ$39.99
Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services
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The Big Book of Rock & Roll Names
Adam Dolgins

The Great Great Wall
Ian Volner

The Big Book of Rock & Roll Names tells the behind-thescenes stories of how the world's most popular and
influential rock and pop acts got their names. By turns
fascinating, funny, and bizarre, the pages offer insight into
the peculiar choices and idiosyncratic psychologies of
hundreds of top musicians from the 1960s to the present.
Originally published more than two decades ago to great
success, it's been out of print for years and has now been
completely updated and expanded to feature dozens of
exclusive interviews including conversations with groups like
The Killers, Coldplay and Vampire Weekend.

During his campaign for the presidency, one of Donald
Trump's signature promises was that he would build a
"great great wall" on the border between the US and
Mexico, and Mexico was going to pay for it. A year and a
half into his term, with only a few prototype segments
erected, the wall is the 2,000-mile, multibillion-dollar
elephant in the room of contemporary American life. In The
Great Great Wall, architectural historian and critic Ian
Volner takes a deep dive into the story of Trump's wall.
Volner follows the conception, selling, design, and
construction of this expensive and consequential barrier.

Abrams Image • PB • Music: styles & genres • 216 x 152mm • 320pp
Abrams Press • HB • Architecture • 229 x 152mm • 304pp

9781419732591

$32.99

All the Restaurants in New York
John Donohue

9781419732829

$45.00

A Life in Movies
Irwin Winkler

All the Restaurants in New York is a collection of drawings,
characterized by their appealingly loose and gently distorted
lines. These transportive images are intentionally spare,
leaving the viewer room to layer on their own meaning and
draw connections to their own memories of a place, of a
time, of an atmosphere. From romantic spots like Le
Bernardin to beloved holes-in-the-wall like Corner Bistro,
John Donohue renders people's favorite restaurants in a
manner that captures the emotional pull a certain place can
have on the hearts of New Yorkers. The book features an
eclectic mix of 100 restaurants.

The list of films Irwin Winkler has produced in his morethan-50-year career is extraordinary: Rocky, Goodfellas,
Raging Bull, Creed. His films have been nominated for 52
Academy Awards, including five movies for Best Picture,
and have won 12. In A Life in Movies, his charming and
insightful memoir, Winkler tells the stories of his career
through his many films as a producer and then as a writer
and director, charting the changes in Hollywood over the
past decades. This is an engrossing and candid book, a
beguiling exploration of what it means to be a producer,
which takes readers behind the scenes and into the history
of Hollywood.

Abrams Image • HB • Restaurant, cafe & pub guides • 203 x 203mm • 240pp
Abrams Press • HB • Biography: arts & entertainment • 229 x 152mm • 320pp

9781419734458

$45.00

The National Team

$45.00

New York City Brick by Brick

Caitlin Murray

Jonathan Lopes

The success of the US Women's National Soccer Team is
undebatable. They've won three World Cups and four
Olympic gold medals, they've set record TV ratings, drawn
massive crowds, and earned huge revenues for US
Soccer. But despite their obvious dominance, and their
roster of superstar players, they've endured striking
inequality: low pay, poor playing conditions, and limited
opportunities to play in professional leagues.The National
Team, from leading soccer journalist Caitlin Murray, tells
the history of the USWNT from their formation in the 1980s
to the run-up to the 2019 World Cup, chronicling both their
athletic triumphs and less visible challenges off the pitch.

Abrams Press • HB • Football (Soccer, Association football) • 229 x 152mm •
272pp

9781419734496

9781419734526

$45.00

New York City Brick by Brick is the ultimate exploration of
the architecture and history of New York City through the
creative medium of LEGO. Expert builder Jonathan Lopes
presents iconic structures of his own design, including the
Flatiron Building, the Woolworth Building, the Manhattan
Bridge, Grand Central Terminal, Junior's Diner,
brownstones, fire houses, and much more! Each model has
been beautifully photographed with full-scale views and
close-up details, as well as brief instructional breakouts.
Lopes's masterful constructions will inspire builders of all
ages.

Abrams Image • HB • Public buildings: civic, commercial, industrial, etc •
241 x 191mm • 176pp

9781419734687

$39.99

Two Trains Leave Paris

Make Your Own Mondrian

Taylor Frey

Henry Carroll

Math is universal, but it's also the least understood and
most undervalued subject taught in school. Two Trains
Leve Paris seeks to offer readers an opportunity to
experience math like never before. You must use the
Pythagorean Theorem to figure out how far apart two exlovers are when they simultaneously realize that they
cannot live without each other. You must use addition (and
logic) to explore the ridiculous (and patriarchal!) wage gap.
Throughout six math-themed chapters, readers will follow a
series of characters as they apply for jobs, fall in love, get
abducted by aliens, and experience many of life's other big
and small moments, all of which are dictated by - you
guessed it - math!

Immerse yourself in a world of abstract equilibrium with 57
tiles inspired by the modernist master Piet Mondrian.
Arrange the tiles to create table-top compositions of perfect
balance, large or small. Beautifully presented and with
millions of possible arrangements, Make Your Own
Mondrian will delight would-be modernists of all ages.

Laurence King • Board games • 57pp
Abrams Image • PB • Mathematics • 203 x 152mm • 176pp

9781419732744

$24.99

Mafia

Frantz Duchazeau

Will you survive the game of Mafia? Two teams compete in
this delightfully deadly party game. Based on the classic
role-playing strategy game, it's kill or be killed as innocent
city folk pit their wits against a mob of ruthless international
gangsters. Engage in a tangled web of intrigue, subterfuge,
wild accusations, protestations of innocence and bluffing.
Includes 24 street character cards, crime-scene notepad
and definitive game guide with rules, case files, tactical tips
and ideas for advanced play.

Laurence King • Card games • 24pp

$29.99

Blossoms in Autumn

In 1933, folklorists John and Alan Lomax roamed the
Southern United States in search of songs. Equipped with
a portable tape recorder, the father-and-son team visited
churches, plantations and penitentiaries to seek out and
record the raw, authentic sound of American folk music.
From ballads to work songs, ragtime to blues, the songs
collected by the Lomax family on this and subsequent
expeditions formed an archive that preserved the heritage
of American folk music. Frantz Duchazeau's graphic novel
is at once a fascinating portrait of 1930s America and a
captivating story about a father and son who, despite many
differences in outlook and approach, were united by a
commitment to cultural preservation and a passion for
music.

Self Made Hero • PB • Graphic novels: true stories & non-fiction • 240 x 170mm •
120pp

9781910593615

$29.99

Guantánamo Kid

Aimee de Jongh

Alexandre Franc

Ulysses is a 59-year-old widower who, since retiring, has
been in the grip of loneliness. He can't even find solace in
the company of his children: his daughter is dead, his son
consumed by work. Sixty-two-year-old Mrs Solenza is a
former model. Once a magazine cover star, she now runs
the family business: a cheese shop owned by her late
mother. She, too, is alone. Two lives drift sadly by, inching
ever closer to old age. Until, one day, they collide - and an
emotional earthquake happens. A unique collaboration
between veteran comics writer Zidrou and rising star Aimée
de Jongh, Blossoms in Autumn is a masterful exploration of
growing old and falling in love.

Self Made Hero • HB • Graphic novels: literary & memoirs • 240 x 170mm •
144pp

9781910593622

$29.99

Lomax: Collectors of Folk Songs

Angus Hyland

9781786274137

9781786274021

$35.00

Saudi Arabia offers few prospects for the bright young
Mohammed El Gharani. With roots in Chad, Mohammed is
treated like a second-class citizen. At the age of 14,
Mohammed seizes an opportunity to study in Pakistan.
One Friday in Karachi, Mohammed is detained during a
raid on his local mosque and is sold to the American
government. The Pakistani forces sell him as a member of
Al-Qaida with links to Osama Bin Laden, but Mohammed
has heard of neither. Under the custody of the U.S. Army,
he is flown first to Kandahar and then to Guantánamo Bay.
So begins his rapid descent into a living hell, where
interrogation, torture and racial abuse are the norm.

Self Made Hero • PB • Graphic novels: true stories & non-fiction • 240 x 170mm •
168pp

9781910593660

$35.00

Patchwork Lab: Gemology
Andrea Tsang Jackson

Heidi Staples

Quilting expert Andrea Tsang Jackson guides readers
through transforming the beauty, allure, and power of natural
stones into glittering complex patchwork quilts. She provides
a master plan for the color work required to achieve effective
transparency and light with fabric selection. Readers will be
able to paper piece their way to a jewelry box of blocks.
Beginning with nine traditional gemstone shapes, each block
progresses in complexity so quilters can hone their skills as
they work their way through the book. Created with
intermediate quilters in mind, the book includes: Jackson's
speedy chain-piecing technique for paper piecing; graded
patterns to create the perfect finished block size; traditional
and modern settings.

Lucky Spool Media • HB • Quiltmaking, patchwork & applique • 229 x 216mm •
144pp

9781940655413

Patchwork USA

$45.00

Planning a sewing getaway? Heidi Staples of sewing blog
Fabric Mutt presents everything needed to have a
successful trip, including helpful packing and organizing tips.
Each section of this fun, colorful book is organized with
travel in mind, offering small, medium, and large projects to
be achieved while on the perfect sewing retreat: —Daytrips:
Small projects include a Bookmobile Sleeve, Road Trip
Pillow, Snapshot Needlebook, Sewing Bee Pincushion, and
Coffee Shop Coasters —Weekend Retreats: Bigger projects
include a Patio Pillow, Beachcomber Pouch, Kitchenette Set,
Scout's Honor Pouch, and a Color Book —Summer
Vacations: Extended projects include a Big Bear Cabin Quilt
and Palm Springs Bag Get ready to have a fabulous sewing
retreat!

Lucky Spool Media • PB • Quiltmaking, patchwork & applique • 254 x 203mm •
144pp

9781940655406

Crochet Every Way Stitch Dictionary

Make Sense

Dora Ohrenstein

White Arkitekter

In Crochet Every Way Stitch Dictionary, designer Dora
Ohrenstein does what no crochet author has done before:
She offers detailed instructions for how to create 125 stitch
patterns, plus she explains how to increase and decrease
each stitch pattern in three different ways - without
shaping, with shaping at the edges, and with internal
shaping. This hefty collection, ranging from lace and filigree
to shells and textured stitches, is loaded with beautifully
photographed swatches of each pattern, plus charted and
text instructions. Crochet Every Way Stitch Dictionary will
become an invaluable go-to resource that's sure to inspire
legions of crocheters to use stitch patterns in new and
exciting ways.

Abrams • PB • Knitting & crochet • 240 x 187mm • 288pp

9781419732911

$45.00

White Arkitekter, Scandinavia's leading interdisciplinary
architecture practice, create environments that inspire
sustainable ways of living. An employee-owned company
founded by Sidney White in 1951, White is a collective of
people interested in people. They are architects,
anthropologists, planners, engineers, artists, sustainability
experts, researchers and more. In their new book, White
showcase over 80 international projects. By integrating
research and practice, their work pushes levels of
sustainability even higher - it 'makes sense' in every way. To
build takes many hands and many minds - it is a marriage of
sensibility and sensitivity. The projects in Make Sense aim
for a better future - for people and for the planet.

Laurence King • HB • Environmentally-friendly architecture & design •
240 x 185mm • 272pp

9781786274144

My Private Spa

Chambord

Markus Sebastian Braun

Jean-Michel Turpin

The evolution from yesterday's purely functional and usually
soulless bathroom to today's private oasis that comes in all
shapes and sizes - sometimes almost like a piece of art continues to open up new horizons for newly planned
houses and apartments as well as remodeling projects: from
introducing elements of ancient bathhouse cultures to the
latest materials and products. With a careful choice of
projects from all across the globe, this volume showcases an
exceptional spectrum ranging from small and intimate baths
to wide open spa landscapes. The multitude of concepts
presents the coming together of solid and fluid elements in
architecture and interior design as an inspiration for body
and soul.

Braun Publishing AG • HB • Architecture • 220 x 220mm • 224pp

9783037682456

$65.00

$39.99

$55.00

Chambord occupies a special place among French
Renaissance châteaux. Designed by Francis I as a hunting
lodge for his friends and family and subsequently
transformed into an immense residence, Chambord is an
astonishingly bold architectural creation. To mark the 500th
anniversary of this prestigious piece of French heritage,
Jean-Michel Turpin invites us into the château, and
especially into lesser-known and mysterious wings of
Chambord, and throughout its beautiful grounds in the Loire
Valley. The story spans five centuries and is illustrated by
archival and contemporary photographs, many never before
published.

Abrams • HB • Interior design, decor & style guides • 285 x 240mm • 192pp

9781419737824

$55.00

Bauhaus Goes West

Visions of the Bauhaus Books

Alan Powers

Johannes Rinkenburger

This is a story of cultural exchange over a period of some
seventy years, from the influence of English and Scottish
'pioneers' around 1900 on reforming German design, to the
presence in Britain during the 1930s and beyond of
Bauhaus giants as well as lesser-known figures who had
connections to the school, several of them women, and
especially those who remained in Britain as designers and
teachers. This book provides the first reliable account of
what these individuals achieved in Britain. The book uses
its history as a way of viewing the visual culture of Britain in
relation to the long history of Modernism, and proposes a
plural rather than a singular way of viewing this fascinating
phenomenon.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Art & design styles: Modernist design &
Bauhaus • 234 x 153mm • 304pp

9780500519929

$55.00

Calligraphy and Lettering
V&A

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Lettering & calligraphy • 265 x 205mm • 176pp

$39.99

Street Trip

9783721209921

$65.00

The Designer's Dictionary of Type
The Designer's Dictionary of Type follows in the footsteps
of The Designer's Dictionary of Color, providing a vivid and
highly accessible look at an even more important graphic
design ingredient: typography. From classic fonts like
Garamond, to modern-day digital fonts like Keedy Sans,
author and designer Sean Adams demystifies 48 major
typefaces, describing their history, stylistic traits, and
common application. Adams once again provides eyecatching illustrated examples, showcasing the beauty and
expressiveness of typography. Organized by serif, sansserif, script, display, and digital typefaces, this book will be
a vital guide for anyone looking to gain a foundational
understanding of the art, practice, and history of
typography.

Abrams • HB • Industrial / commercial art & design • 191 x 244mm • 256pp

9781419737183

$39.99

One Year In New York

Matt Weber

Darcel Disappoints

Matt Weber has been shooting the streets of New York for
the past 40 years, many of his images taken while running
fares in his New York City taxi cab. His camera captures
New York without pretense and with the love and attention
that only a native could afford. Each image documenting the
small yet extremely significant moments in the life of a city
that never sleeps. Street Trip: Life in NYC is a compellingly
curated collection of his finest street photography, an
authentic look at daily life from someone who has
consistently been ‘in the right place, at the right time’. His
images are both timely and timeless and tell the stories of
real life in the Big Apple in unfiltered and honest detail.

Carpet Bombing Culture • HB • Individual photographers • 185 x 265mm • 192pp

9781908211729

bnb media gmbh, Zurich • PB • Graphic design • 230 x 180mm • 256pp

Sean Adams

Aimed at anyone wanting to learn more about the
increasingly popular art of calligraphy and lettering, this
practical introduction showcases many fine examples in the
V&A's collection, and will give readers a new understanding
and appreciation of letterforms. Four core sample alphabets
are included alongside projects ranging from simple
invitations, envelopes and menus to a fabric banner and a
stencilled Gothic sign. The perfect respite from screen and
keyboard, calligraphy and lettering are relaxing, meditative
and hugely rewarding pursuits. With a bit of practice, it is
possible for anyone to elevate their message, whatever that
might be, into an artwork to adorn a sign, menu, card or
invitation.

9780500294307

The Bauhaus books were published between 1925 and
1930. Their authors discussed design principles, practices,
and science of art approaches from various perspectives.
Johannes Rinkenburger has examined and researched the
contents and key concepts of this avant-garde series of
books along with their backgrounds and context, and
deducts their useful application and importance to current
design schools. Based on design experiments, new links
and correlations are established and methods shown that
reveal and apply the legacy of Bauhaus, one of the
historically most important design schools worldwide, to
contemporary design.

$35.00

Darcel Disappoints, a semi-autobiographical creation by
Craig Redman, is a humorous and optimistically dour
character whose life has been chronicled weekly for nearly a
decade on his blog, DarcelDisappoints.com. In One Year In
New York, Darcel recounts the highs and lows of life in the
Big Apple; sharing his adventures around the city in his
usual amusing and endearing way. The book will follow his
activities every few days in the form of a visual diary, with
themed posts around holidays, special events, and New
York's iconic experiences.

Viction Workshop Ltd • HB • Humour • 230 x 175mm • 0pp

9789887903338

$39.99

Alice Neel

Calder-Picasso

Helen Molesworth

Alexander S. C. Rower

One of the foremost American figurative painters of the
twentieth century, it is not surprising that Alice Neel was a
humanist - she was fascinated by people. Known for her
daringly honest portraits, Neel loved to paint people in all
their complexities - to penetrate and reveal their fears and
anxieties, how they display defiance and survival. She also
loved to paint the unadorned human figure. Alice Neel
documents the solo exhibition of the artist's work at David
Zwirner in New York in 2019. This presentation focuses
primarily on the nude figure and demonstrates how Neel
rebelled against and challenged the traditional perceptions
of sexuality, motherhood, and beauty in our society.

David Zwirner Books • HB • Individual artists, art monographs • 267 x 216mm •
96pp

9781941701980

$80.00

Elizabethan Treasures: Miniatures by Hilliard and Oliver
Catharine MacLeod

Alexander Calder and Pablo Picasso renewed the way we
look at art. By exploring figurative as well as abstract
themes, the catalogue Calder-Picasso will study the use of
"empty space" in the artworks of these two artists, in their
similarities and differences. The subject of the exhibition is
based on the tangible traces of a relationship between the
two men, their encounters, their artistic collaborations and
the confrontation of their works. These elements will carry
the exhibition, which will propose a synthetic and
metaphorical interpretation of the work of the two artists,
based on their use of the "void" as a matrix. This catalogue
will gather many essential and new contributions on the topic
by respected specialists.

Editions Skira Paris • HB • The arts • 290 x 230mm • 304pp

9782370741035

$85.00

Italy in Hollywood
Stefania Ricci

In the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries there
was one art form in which English artists excelled above all
their continental European counterparts: the painting of
miniatures. This fascinating book explores the genre with
special reference to two of its most accomplished
practitioners, Nicholas Hilliard and Isaac Oliver, whose
astounding skill brought them international fame and
admiration. In addition to exhibiting the exquisite technique
of the artists, portrait miniatures express in a unique way
many of the most distinctive and fascinating aspects of
court life in this period. This book, like the exhibition it
accompanies, explores what the portrait miniature reveals
about identity, society and visual culture in Elizabethan and
Jacobean England.

Against the backdrop of Italian emigration to the States - the
fil rouge running through the entire book - and of a
Hollywood on its way to becoming the world capital of the
young film industry, the volume tells of personalities who
were already myths in their day, cinematic milestones, the
star system and iconic directors; the important part played
by Italian musicians in the birth of jazz; and the thousands of
Italians who worked "behind the scenes," making a vital
contribution to the creation of the Hollywood myth.

Skira Editore S.p.A • HB • Social & cultural history • 280 x 240mm • 0pp
National Portrait Gallery Publications • HB • Portraits in art • 270 x 180mm • 0pp

9781855147027

$65.00

Jaume Plensa

$110.00

Kenro Izu: Seduction (Collector's Edition)

Jaume Plensa

Kenro Izu

Internationally celebrated Spanish artist Jaume Plensa has
emerged as one of the most significant voices in
contemporary sculpture. For over thirty years, Plensa has
created a multifaceted body of work that interplays traditional
materials with unconventional media on monumental and
intimate scales. Deftly working in steel, cast iron, resin, glass
and stone, Plensa has traversed the globe with his public
works and international exhibitions. Published in partnership
with Richard Gray Gallery, this book takes a comprehensive
look at the artist's practice since the 1980s. Illustrated in this
volume are works on paper and sculpture that highlight
Plensa's overlapping themes.

Skira Editore S.p.A • HB • Individual artists, art monographs • 300 x 270mm •
0pp

9788857234649

9788857238876

$105.00

This limited edition comes with a stunning print signed and
numbered by Kenro Izu. Kenro Izu considers his own
photography, especially still life that he composes in the
studio, as a sort of conversation with himself. The print of
this limited edition features a mask facing to a pear. He sees
the mask, any mask, as a magic tool that transforms the
person who wears it and brings him to another dimension. It
may even be a parallel world to the world where we live. The
photographer aims to capture something of the spirit or inner
life of his chosen subject - whether it be a still life or an
ancient, sacred monument.

Damiani Editore • HB • Individual photographers • 300 x 240mm • 160pp

9788862086288

$950.00

Frank Auerbach

Leonardo da Vinci: A Closer Look

Catherine Lampert

Alan Donnithorne

Born in Berlin in 1931 to Jewish parents, the eight-year-old
Auerbach was sent to England in 1939 to escape the Nazi
regime. His parents stayed behind and died in a
concentration camp in 1943. Now in his eighties, Auerbach
is still producing his distinctly sculptural paintings of friends,
family and surroundings in north London, where he has
made his home since the war. Art historian and curator
Catherine Lampert has had unique access to the artist
since 1978 when she first became one of his sitters. With
an emphasis on Auerbach's own words, culled from her
conversations with him and archival interviews, she
provides a rare insight into his professional life, working
methods and philosophy.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Individual artists, art monographs •
229 x 152mm • 240pp

9780500293997

$39.99

Nasser Alyousif

9781909741461

$80.00

Cheryl Sim

Nasser Alyousif was a pioneer of the modern art movement
in Bahrain. At a time when there were few role models of
how to be an artist and a lack of institutions dedicated to the
fine arts, Nasser Alyousif and his contemporaries strode
forward and led the way in the formation of a modern art
movement in Bahrain. Nasser Alyousif's work was
characterized from his earliest days by a passion for the
human story as lived out in the daily lives and traditions of
his native Bahrain, a relentless and rigorous approach to any
field of enquiry and an innate curiosity and desire to explore
and experiment with various artistic formal languages, media
and methods.

Skira Editore S.p.A • HB • Individual artists, art monographs • 280 x 240mm •
0pp

$110.00

Nicola Tanzini: Tokyo Tzukiji
Nicola Tanzini

The American West is renowned for its unique and
spectacular natural scenery. While early images depicting
vast expanses of unsettled land still persist today,
contemporary westerners are far more likely to live in cities
than in the wild. New West celebrates the pre-existing
geography of the landscape, as well as its high-speed
transformation to suit man's need for growth, commerce,
transportation, entertainment, arts, education, and public life.
Examined through the lens of four waves of innovation;
steam, steel, oil, and information, this book also asks the
ultimate question of any exploration of history, what
innovation is next?

Hirmer Verlag GmbH • HB • The arts • 229 x 292mm • 320pp

9783777431895

$110.00

True to the Eyes
Gaëlle Morel

Tsukiji, the largest fish market in the world, has been based
in central Tokyo since 1935. Considered a sacred place by
Japanese restaurateurs, it has seen its fame grow
exponentially, becoming one of Japan's most visited tourist
attractions. But now its identity is at risk: it is likely to move
to make way for redevelopment in anticipation of the 2020
Olympics. In this book, Nicola Tanzini dwells on a lesserknown aspect of Tsukiji: the internal market (jonai shijo),
famous for the tuna auctions, which represents the soul of
the place whose key players are the wholesalers, taken in
the moments that precede the closure of the market.

Contrasto SRL • HB • Individual photographers • 260 x 210mm • 208pp

9788869657542

Royal Collection Trust • HB • Renaissance art • 290 x 275mm • 0pp

New West

Skira Editore

9788857238159

Leonardo da Vinci's drawings are among the most
accomplished and technically varied ever made. Detailed
study of those in the Royal Collection - the finest group in
existence - reveals much about his materials and techniques
and his innovative approach to drawing. This groundbreaking book explores a substantial number of Leonardo's
most celebrated drawings in unprecedented detail. Using
specialist microscopic photography it will open up a new
understanding and appreciation of Leonardo's techniques
and present new information on his materials, uncovering
features invisible to the naked eye.

$60.00

This catalogue presents more than 200 photographs from
the eclectic and exceptional collection of Howard and Carole
Tanenbaum. Spanning the history of the medium, this richly
illustrated book reveals a deeply personal and socially aware
approach to collecting, ranging from anonymous 19th
century daguerreotypes to iconic works from the 20th
century. This catalogue, published in conjunction with an
accompanying exhibition at the Ryerson Image Centre in
Toronto, Canada, presents a selection of more than 200
photographs from the eclectic collection of Howard and
Carole Tanenbaum.

Hirmer Verlag GmbH • HB • Individual photographers • 279 x 241mm • 224pp

9783777432038

$90.00

May 2019 NEW RELEASES FOR KIDS
•

Following the success of
Endangered, here is a new edition
perfectly suited to children.

•

Photographs of the most
fascinating endangered animals
including the Philippine eagle and
the Bengal tiger

•

Featuring die cuts for an engaging
peek-through experience

Look through the peepholes and figure out the clues to discover the
endangered animals!
Who Am I? A Peek-Through-Pages Book of Endangered Animals
Tim Flach FOR AGES 3-4
I may be a very big cat, but you won’t hear me meow. My roar can be heard from miles away. Who Am I?
In Who Am I? we meet 12 endangered animals. Read each clue, then guess which animal is peeking through
the page. From cold polar seas to tropical rainforests, learn about the animals that need our help to survive.
48 pages, 250 x 190 mm, colour images throughout (HB)
ISBN: 9781760760359			
Thames & Hudson Australia

NZ$29.99
Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300

e enquiries@thameshudson.com.au

f 1800 664 477

e adscs@alliancedist.com.au
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May 2019 NEW RELEASES FOR KIDS

Collect the Whole Series!
The Big Book of Bugs
ISBN: 9780500650677
NZ$35.00

The Big Book of Beasts
ISBN: 9780500651063
NZ$29.99

The Big Book of the Blue
ISBN: 9780500651193
NZ$29.99

The Big Book of Birds
Yuval Zommer FOR AGES 4+
Why is a flamingo pink? Can a parrot talk? Is a bald eagle really bald? This follow-up to the hugely successful
The Big Book of Bugs, The Big Book of Beasts and The Big Book of the Blue answers these questions and
many more. It opens with introductory spreads explaining how to recognize different bird’s eggs, the bird
family tree, why different species of birds have different beaks and feathers, and why some birds migrate and
travel vast distances every year. Subsequent spreads, illustrated with various habitats, are dedicated to
specific varieties of bird, including hummingbirds, peacocks, flamingos, bald eagles, secretary birds,
albatrosses and red-crowned cranes. Finally, the book invites young bird spotters to protect birds where they
live and make their gardens bird friendly. This is a big, beautiful book to look at again and again.
64 pages, 340 x 230 mm, full colour illustrations throughout (HB)
ISBN: 9780500651513				
Thames & Hudson

NZ$29.99
Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300

e enquiries@thameshudson.com.au

f 1800 664 477

e adscs@alliancedist.com.au
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May 2019 NEW RELEASES FOR KIDS
Be a Super Awesome Photographer
Henry Carroll FOR AGES 6+
Using real photographs for inspiration, this great book features 20 exciting and
instant photo challenges to help you create your own masterpieces. All you need is
a camera and your super snapping skills. Learn how to be invisible, make a story,
pretend you’re a dog and much more!
Go Photo!
ISBN: 9781597113557
NZ$45.00

64 pages, 210 x 191, 25 colour illustrations (Flexi)
ISBN: 9781786275578		
Laurence King

NZ$21.99
Tony T-Rex’s Family Album: A History of Dinosaurs
Mike Benton, Illustrated by Rob Hodgson FOR AGES 5+
Tony T-Rex’s Family Album is a humorous history of dinosaurs as told by Earth’s last
surviving dinosaur, Tony. Tony pens a no-holds-barred family history, and the stories that
surface reveal the defining characteristics of some of the most memorable creatures
from the Jurassic and Cretaceous periods.
64 pages, 300 x 230 mm, colour illustrations throughout (HB)
ISBN: 9780500651681			
Thames & Hudson

Dinoblock
ISBN: 9781419716744
NZ$24.99

NZ$29.99
When Sue Found Sue: Sue Hendrickson Discovers Her T. Rex
Toni Buzzeo, Illustrated by Diana Sudyka FOR AGES 4-8
From a very young age, Sue Hendrickson was meant to find things: lost coins,
perfume bottles, even hidden treasure. Her endless curiosity eventually led to her
career in diving and paleontology, where she would continue to find things big and
small. In 1990, at a dig in South Dakota, Sue made her biggest discovery to date:
Sue the T. rex, the largest and most complete T. rex skeleton ever unearthed.
32 pages, 267 x 216 mm, colour illustrations throughout (HB)
ISBN: 9781419731631				
Abrams BYR

NZ$29.99
A Book About Whales
Andrea Antinori FOR AGES 8-12
Acting as a first book of whales, A Book About Whales teaches young readers
everything they need to know about the largest mammals on earth: how they have
evolved over millions of years, what and how they eat, their migration patterns,
and more! Andrea Antinori’s whimsical black-and-white illustrations bring their
underwater world to life.
64 pages, 273 x 241 mm, one-colour illustrations throughout (HB)
ISBN: 9781419735028					Abrams BYR

NZ$29.99
Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300

e enquiries@thameshudson.com.au

f 1800 664 477

e adscs@alliancedist.com.au
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May 2019 NEW RELEASES FOR KIDS

Marvel Alphablock
Illustrated by Peskimo FOR ALL AGES
The Marvel Cinematic Universe is rich with content, from its highly original characters to its stunning locations.
This new title in the Abrams Block Book series features thrilling scenes and fascinating characters from A to
Z, perfect for the youngest fan as well as seasoned collectors. Marvel Alphablock includes die-cut pages and
the stylish art of British design team Peskimo. Each spread highlights important characters every fan of the
Marvel Cinematic Universe should know - from Black Panther to Iron Man to Scarlet Witch.

The block series has sold over 800,000 copies!

Star Wars Block
ISBN: 9781419728310
NZ$24.99

104 pages, 159 x 133 mm, colour illustrations throughout (board book)
ISBN: 9781419735882			
Abrams Appleseed

NZ$24.99
Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300

e enquiries@thameshudson.com.au

f 1800 664 477

e adscs@alliancedist.com.au
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May 2019 NEW RELEASES FOR KIDS
The Big Little Thing
Beatrice Alemagna FOR AGES 3+
It unexpectedly arrived. It brushed past someone in the street. It weaves its way
in and out of people on the street. But what is this It? They call It . . . happiness! A
beautiful new book that explores the wonderful way that happiness enters our lives
and changes the way we look at the world.
Lion in Paris
ISBN: 9781849761710
NZ$39.99

32 pages, 380 x 280 mm, full colour throughout (HB)
ISBN: 9781849766456			
Tate Gallery

NZ$29.99
The Marvellous Fluffy Squishy Itty Bitty
Beatrice Alemagna NEW IN PB - FOR AGES 4+
Eddie knows her mum would love a Fluffy Squishy Itty Bitty for her birthday. The only
problem is that she doesn’t know what a Fluffy Squishy Itty Bitty is, or where to find
one! Join Eddie as she tours the whole town, trying to track down the perfect present.
On a Magical Do-Nothing Day
ISBN: 9780500651797
NZ$16.00

44 pages, 300 x 220 mm, full colour throughout (PB)
ISBN: 9780500651933		
Thames & Hudson

NZ$15.99
Incredible You
Rhys Brisenden and Nathan Reed FOR AGES 3+
Ever had a bad day and wished that you were someone else? Perhaps a mountain
gorilla? Or a fierce tiger? But wait . . . just think of all the amazing things that you
can do! You can sing, you can write and you can dream. And never stop being
incredible you! This picture book brings a breath of fresh air filled with postivity, zest
and energy from a sensational new pairing.
32 pages, 275 x 275 mm, full colour throughout (HB)
ISBN: 9781849766265			
Tate

NZ$24.99
Friends
Mies van Hout FOR AGES 3+

Happy
ISBN: 9781788070003
NZ$24.99

Friends charts the emotional ups and downs of
friendship through a group of loveable monsters,
from fighting and teasing to laughing and cuddling.
Each spread features one emotionally charged
word and a characterful scribbly illustration.

Surprise
ISBN: 9781788070157
NZ$21.99

32 pages, 254 x 203 mm, full colour throughout (HB)
ISBN: 9781788070348			Lemniscaat

NZ$21.99
Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300

e enquiries@thameshudson.com.au

f 1800 664 477

e adscs@alliancedist.com.au
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May 2019 NEW RELEASES FOR KIDS
The Questioneers Family
Calendar
Andrea Beaty and David
Roberts FOR ALL AGES

Come with Me
Linde Faas
FOR AGES 4+

NZ$21.99

NZ$21.99

32 pages, 305 x 305 mm
full colour throughout (CAL)
ISBN: 9781419730672

40 pages, 327 x 245 mm
full colour throughout (HB)
ISBN: 9781788070355

Abrams Calendars

Lemniscaat

How I Learned to Fall Out of Trees
Vincent X. Kirsch FOR AGES 4-8
Roger and Adelia are the very best of friends. They’ve spent many springtimes
collecting birds’ nests, autumns jumping into piles of colorful leaves, and winters
building snowmen. When the time comes for Adelia to move away, the two friends
must say good-bye. But Adelia has one parting gift for Roger: She will teach him,
once and for all, how to climb a tree.
40 pages, 279 x 191 mm, full colour throughout (HB with jacket)
ISBN: 9781419734137				
Abrams BYR

NZ$29.99
Forest Adventures: Over 80 Ideas to Reconnect With Nature
All Year Round
Claire Gillman and Sam Martin FOR ALL AGES
Forest Adventures will prepare kids of all ages for antics and escapades all year
round. It includes plenty of ideas and inspiration for woodland games, activities and
crafts that they can do on their own or get the whole family involved in.
128 pages, 222 x 203 mm, 4-colour illustrations (PB)
ISBN: 9781906761929			
Modern Books

NZ$24.99
Has Anybody Seen a Story?
Mandana Sadat FOR AGES 3+
Once upon a time, there were three Thingummies called Sadie, Spike and Smudge.
This delightful book by the acclaimed illustrator Mandana Sadat follows three friends
as they head off in search of adventure down Fairytale Trail, Poetry Path, Bedtime
Boulevard, Future Freeway and the Maze of Mumblings. They soon find out that
‘what ifs’ are what stories are all about…
48 pages, 305 x 215 mm, full colour throughout (HB)
ISBN: 9780500651926			
Thames & Hudson

NZ$29.99
Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services
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The Bigger Picture: Women Who Changed The Art World

We all have feelings

Sophia Bennett & Manjit Thapp

Thereza Rowe, Claudio Ripol, Yeonju Yang

This book will introduce young readers to the lives and work
of the world's most renowned and inspirational artists. As
well as providing biographical information, this book will look
at the creative practices of these women who broke
boundaries and exceeded all expectations. As well as
biographical entries on over thirty artists, this book will
contain unique interviews with living artists including Rachel
Whiteread, Yayoi Kusama and Paula Rego. The aim of this
book is to reveal the struggles and successes of these
artists, demystify the art world, build confidence and inspire
a new generation.

This book can be read as a loosely connected set of
situations, each based on a different mood or feeling of a
child. It can be read as a story and as an aid to discuss how
we react to the world around us and our relationships to
others. Thereza Rowe has contributed her wonderfully
distinctive illustrations, and the book's format is uniquely
custom-designed to be spread into a sculptural colourful
shape. Emotions include: proud, happy, sad, loving,
frustrated, excited, scared, brave and curious!

Owl & Dog Playbooks • HB • Novelty, toy & die-cut books • 160 x 150mm • 22pp
Tate • HB • Art: general interest (Children's / Teenage) • 244 x 195mm • 112pp

9781849766210

$35.00

9780993517464

Mummies Exposed!

Up for Air

Kerrie Logan Hollihan

Laurie Morrison

Just when you think that you know everything there is to
know about mummies, new ones are discovered! Packed
with facts but light in tone, this book introduces young
readers to the most compelling examples of mummies from
all over the world. There are many books about Egyptian
mummies, but Mummies Exposed! goes beyond what you
expect and uncovers both old favorites and recent
discoveries; among them a Moche princess in Peru, the
bog people of England and Ireland, and a Buddhist monk
discovered within a sculpture! Featuring the most
contemporary research, a touch of humor, and full-color
illustrations, this exciting read is perfect for curious young
minds.

Abrams Books for Young Readers • HB • History & the past: general interest
(Children's / Teenage) • 210 x 140mm • 208pp

9781419731679

$29.99

Happy Messy Scary Love
Leah Konen

Thirteen-year-old Annabelle struggles in school, no matter
how hard she tries. But as soon as she dives into the pool,
she's unstoppable. She's the fastest girl on the middle
school swim team, and when she's asked to join the high
school team over the summer, everything changes.
Suddenly, she's got new friends, and a high school boy
starts treating her like she's somebody special - and
Annabelle thinks she'll finally stand out in a good way. But
after a prank goes wrong, Annabelle is abandoned by the
older boy and can't swim. Who is she without the one thing
she's good at? Heartwarming and relatable, Up for Air is a
story about where we find our self-worth.

Amulet Books • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage) • 210 x 140mm •
288pp

9781419733666

$29.99

The Stonewall Riots
Gayle E Pitman

As everyone at her Brooklyn high school announces their
summer adventures, Olivia harbors a dirty secret: Her plan
is to binge-watch horror movies and chat with her online
friend, Elm. Olivia and Elm have never shared personal
details, apart from their ages and the fact that Elm's aunt is
a low-budget horror filmmaker. Then Elm pushes Olivia to
share her identity and sends her a selfie of his own. Olivia
is shocked by how cute he is! In a moment of panic,
assuming she and Elm will never meet in real life, she
sends a photo of her gorgeous friend Katie. But things are
about to get even more complicated when she runs into the
one person she never thought she would see.

Amulet Books • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage) • 210 x 140mm •
336pp

9781419734892

$24.99

$29.99

This book is about the Stonewall Riots, a series of
spontaneous, often violent demonstrations by members of
the gay (LGBTQ+) community in reaction to a police raid
that took place in the early morning hours of June 28,
1969, at the Stonewall Inn in the Greenwich Village
neighborhood of Manhattan. The Riots are attributed as the
spark that ignited the LGBTQ+ movement. The author
describes American gay history leading up to the Riots, the
Riots themselves, and the aftermath, and includes her
interviews of people involved or witnesses, including a
woman who was ten at the time.

Abrams Books for Young Readers • HB • Social interaction • 210 x 140mm •
224pp

9781419737206

$29.99

Lost in the Jungle: Jack and the Geniuses Book #3
Bill Nye

Babies Can Sleep Anywhere
Lisa Wheeler

Famed inventor Henry "Hank" Witherspoon has gone
missing, and it's up to Jack and his brilliant siblings, Ava
and Matt, to find him. At Hank's ransacked lab, the siblings
discover clues to the project he's been working on-a new
way to generate and store electricity, inspired by the
electric eels of the Amazon. The kids travel deep into the
Amazon jungle, following a series of clues Hank has left.
The kids overcome strange creatures, a raging river, and
some very clever foes to find their friend and protect his big
idea.

What better way to put a little one to sleep than with a
soothing rhyme and image after image of sleeping animals?
This gentle board book introduces the sleeping habits of
many animals - from puppies to sloths to whales - and
compares them to the sometimes-unusual habits of human
babies. In backpacks, on knees, in cradles or trees, sweet
babies can sleep anywhere!

Abrams Appleseed • Baby books • 178 x 178mm • 22pp
Amulet Paperbacks • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage) •
203 x 140mm • 288pp

9781419734922
9781419734854
Munmun

O Captain, My Captain

Jesse Andrews

Robert Burleigh

In an alternate reality a lot like our world, every person's
physical size is directly proportional to their wealth. The
poorest of the poor are the size of rats, and billionaires are
the size of skyscrapers. Warner and his sister Prayer are
destitute-and tiny. Their size is not just demeaning, but
dangerous: day and night they face mortal dangers that
bigger richer people don't ever have to think about, from
being mauled by cats to their house getting stepped on.
Warner and Prayer know their only hope is to scale up, but
how can two littlepoors survive in a world built against
them?

Amulet Paperbacks • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage) •
210 x 140mm • 416pp

9781419734786

$29.99

Dramatic, lyrical, and beautifully illustrated, O Captain, My
Captain tells the story of one of America's greatest poets
and how he was inspired by one of America's greatest
presidents. Whitman and Lincoln shared the national stage
in Washington, DC, during the Civil War. Though the two
men never met, Whitman would often see Lincoln's carriage
on the road. The president was never far from the poet's
mind, and Lincoln's "grace under pressure" was something
Whitman returned to again and again in his poetry. The book
includes the poem "O Captain! My Captain!" and an excerpt
from "When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd."

Abrams Books for Young Readers • HB • History & the past: general interest
(Children's / Teenage) • 267 x 216mm • 64pp

9781419733581

How to Be a Cat

Typefaces

Nikki McClure

Scott Lambert

In this tender board book, a kitten practices the basics of
feline behavior over the course of a day. A single word of
text per spread teaches readers "how to be a cat" - how to
stretch, clean, pounce, feast - while the striking paper cuts
illustrate the kitten's attempts to imitate an adult cat's
mastery of each skill. At times, the kitten triumphantly
succeeds, and at other times the kitten struggles, in
vignettes that range from whimsical to profound. A
celebration of all things feline, How to Be a Cat also tells a
universal story of mastering life skills, and of the loving
relationship between parent and child.

Abrams Appleseed • Picture storybooks • 159 x 203mm • 30pp

9781419734991

$13.99

$12.99

$15.99

$32.99

Inspired by letterpress printing and childlike observations,
The Typefaces are simply faces in type. Initially selfpublished by creative director and graphic designer Scott
Lambert in 2015, the book has gone on to win several global
design awards with its wit and charm. While it will still feature
the letters 'A' to 'Z' in different type - each paired with a fun
rhyme about the hidden face in the negative space, the 2019
edition will also consist of new updates to the content.
Besides offering young readers a unique and compelling
means to learn the alphabet, the book also hopes to
encourage people to look at familiar things in different ways
and elicit delight in new discoveries.

Viction Workshop Ltd • HB • Early learning: ABC books / alphabet books •
320 x 230mm • 42pp

9789887903406

$29.99
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9781760760052

THA Imprint

_____

Del Kathryn Barton

H

35.00

9781760760038

THA Imprint

_____

Polixeni Papapetrou

H

35.00

9781849766494

Tate

_____

The Art of Feminism

H

65.00

9781912827107

Modern Books

_____

Together We Stand: A Graphic Timeline of Modern Feminism

H

29.99

9780500239971

Thames and Hudson

_____

Hockney – Van Gogh: The Joy of Nature

P

55.00

9780500519950

Thames and Hudson

_____

Ludwig Bemelmans

H

45.00

9781419735974

Abrams

_____

Gray Malin: Italy

H

65.00

9781419720895

Abrams

_____

Gray Malin: Beaches

H

60.00

9781419727597

Abrams

_____

Gray Malin: Escape

H

60.00

9780500021583

Thames and Hudson

_____

Body: The Photography Book

H

105.00

9788862086257

Damiani Editore

_____

Martin Parr: Beach Therapy

H

65.00

9780500021279

Thames and Hudson

_____

The Sea Journal: Seafarers’ Sketchbooks

H

65.00

9780500519509

Thames and Hudson

_____

The Writer’s Map

H

60.00

9780500252192

Thames and Hudson

_____

Explorer’s Sketchbooks

H

70.00

9781419734397

Abrams

_____

Genuine Pizza: Better Pizza at Home

H

50.00

9781419724091

Abrams

_____

Pizza Camp

H

50.00

9781419727023

Abrams

_____

BBQ&A with Myron Mixon

H

50.00

9781617691843

Abrams

_____

Myron Mixon’s BBQ Rules

H

45.00

9781419734618

Abrams

_____

The Bacon Bible

H

55.00

9781419737831

Abrams

_____

Compliments of the Chef: 100 Chateauform Chef Recipies

H

80.00

9783775745383

Hatje Cantz Verlag

_____

Jean Molitor: bau1haus (Special Edition)

H

200.00

9783775745413

Hatje Cantz Verlag

_____

Futuruins: The Future of Ruins and Ruins of the Future

H

100.00

9783775745499

Hatje Cantz Verlag

_____

Donald Judd: Donald Judd & Switzerland

H

90.00

9783775745451

Hatje Cantz Verlag

_____

AROTIN & SERGHEI: Infinite Screen

H

80.00

9783775745314

Hatje Cantz Verlag

_____

Louisa Clement: Remote Control

P

80.00

9783775745444

Hatje Cantz Verlag

_____

Alicja Kwade: In Aporie

H

110.00

9783775744959

Hatje Cantz Verlag

_____

Alejandra Seeber: About and Out

P

70.00

9783775745222

Hatje Cantz Verlag

_____

Tutto: Perspectives on Italian Art

P

70.00

9781921668371

Art Gallery of SA

_____

Ian North: art/work/words

H

90.00

9781925432534

NGV

_____

Escher X nendo | Between Two Worlds

H

55.00

9781925432589

NGV

_____

Visions of Paradise: Indian Court Paintings

H

55.00

9781419734588

Abrams

_____

Point of View

H

120.00

9780500021569

Thames and Hudson

_____

The Sartorial Travel Guide

H

39.99

9781419734908

Abrams

_____

Boucheron: Free-Spirited Jeweler

H

120.00

9781419732942

Abrams Image

_____

Woman of Color

H

39.99

9781419732591

Abrams Image

_____

The Big Book of Rock & Roll Names

P

32.99

9781419732829

Abrams Press

_____

The Great Great Wall

H

45.00

9781419734458

Abrams Image

_____

All the Restaurants in New York

H

45.00

9781419734526

Abrams Press

_____

A Life in Movies: Stories from 50 years in Hollywood

H

45.00

9781419734496

Abrams Press

_____

The National Team

H

45.00

9781419734687

Abrams Image

_____

New York City Brick by Brick: The Art of LEGO Construction

H

39.99

9781419732744

Abrams Image

_____

Two Trains Leave Paris: Number Problems for Word People

P

24.99

9781786274021

Laurence King

_____

Make Your Own Mondrian

N

29.99

9781786274137

Laurence King

_____

Mafia

N

29.99

9781910593615

Self Made Hero

_____

Lomax: Collectors of Folk Songs

P

29.99
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9781910593622

Self Made Hero

_____

Blossoms in Autumn

H

35.00

9781910593660

Self Made Hero

_____

Guantánamo Kid: The True Story of Mohammed El-Gharani

P

35.00

9781940655413

Lucky Spool Media

_____

Patchwork Lab: Gemology

H

45.00

9781940655406

Lucky Spool Media

_____

Patchwork USA

P

39.99

9781419732911

Abrams

_____

Crochet Every Way Stitch Dictionary

P

45.00

9781786274144

Laurence King

_____

Make Sense

H

55.00

9783037682456

Braun Publishing AG

_____

My Private Spa

H

65.00

9781419737824

Abrams

_____

Chambord: Five Centuries of Mystery

H

55.00

9780500519929

Thames and Hudson

_____

Bauhaus Goes West

H

55.00

9783721209921

Verlag Niggli

_____

Visions of the Bauhaus Books

P

65.00

9780500294307

Thames and Hudson

_____

Calligraphy and Lettering: A Maker’s Guide

P

39.99

9781419737183

Abrams

_____

The Designer’s Dictionary of Type

H

39.99

9781908211729

Carpet Bombing Culture

_____

Street Trip

H

35.00

9789887903338

Viction Workshop Ltd

_____

One Year In New York

H

39.99

9781941701980

David Zwirner Books

_____

Alice Neel

H

80.00

9782370741035

Editions Skira Paris

_____

Calder-Picasso

H

85.00

9781855147027

National Portrait Gallery

_____

Elizabethan Treasures: Miniatures by Hilliard and Oliver

H

65.00

9788857238876

Skira Editore S.p.A

_____

Italy in Hollywood

H

110.00

9788857234649

Skira Editore S.p.A

_____

Jaume Plensa: One Thought Fills Immensity

H

105.00

9788862086288

Damiani Editore

_____

Kenro Izu: Seduction (Collector’s Edition)

H

950.00

9780500293997

Thames and Hudson

_____

Frank Auerbach: Speaking and Painting

P

39.99

9781909741461

Royal Collection Trust

_____

Leonardo da Vinci: A Closer Look

H

80.00

9788857238159

Skira Editore S.p.A

_____

Nasser Alyousif

H

110.00

9783777431895

Hirmer

_____

New West

H

110.00

9788869657542

Contrasto SRL

_____

Nicola Tanzini: Tokyo Tzukiji

H

60.00

9783777432038

Hirmer Verlag GmbH

_____

True to the Eyes

H

90.00

9781760760359

THA Imprint

_____

Who Am I? A Peek-Through-Pages Book of Endangered Animals

H

29.99

9780500651513

Thames and Hudson

_____

The Big Book of Birds

H

29.99

9780500650677

Thames and Hudson

_____

The Big Book of Bugs

H

35.00

9780500651063

Thames and Hudson

_____

The Big Book of Beasts

H

29.99

9780500651193

Thames and Hudson

_____

The Big Book of the Blue

H

29.99

9781786275578

Laurence King

_____

Be a Super Awesome Photographer

H

21.99

9781597113557

Thames and Hudson

_____

Go Photo!

H

45.00

9780500651681

Thames and Hudson

_____

Tony T-Rex’s Family Album: A dino history!

H

29.99

9781419716744

Abrams Appleseed

_____

Dinoblock

N

24.99

9780500651506

Thames and Hudson

_____

If I Had a Dinosaur

P

16.99

9781419731631

Abrams BYR

_____

When Sue Found Sue: Sue Hendrickson Discovers Her T. Rex

H

29.99

9781419735028

Abrams BYR

_____

A Book About Whales

H

29.99

9781419735882

Abrams Appleseed

_____

Marvel Alphablock

N

24.99

9781419728310

Abrams Appleseed

_____

Star Wars Block

N

24.99

9781849766456

Tate

_____

The Big Little Thing

H

29.99

9781849761710

Tate

_____

Lion in Paris

H

39.99

9780500651933

Thames and Hudson

_____

The Marvellous Fluffy Squishy Itty Bitty

P

15.99

9780500651797

Thames and Hudson

_____

On a Magical Do-Nothing Day

P

16.00

9781849766265

Tate

_____

Incredible You

H

24.99
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9781788070348

Lemniscaat

_____

Friends

H

21.99

9781788070003

Lemniscaat

_____

Happy

H

24.99

9781788070157

Lemniscaat

_____

Surprise

H

21.99

9781419730672

Abrams Calendars

_____

The Questioneers Family Calendar

N

21.99

9781788070355

Lemniscaat

_____

Come with Me

H

21.99

9781419734137

Abrams BYR

_____

How I Learned to Fall Out of Trees

H

29.99

9781906761929

Modern Books

_____

Forest Adventures

P

24.99

9780500651926

Thames and Hudson

_____

Has Anybody Seen a Story?

H

29.99

9781849766210

Tate

_____

The Bigger Picture: Women Who Changed The Art World

H

35.00

9780993517464

Owl & Dog Playbooks

_____

We all have feelings

H

24.99

9781419731679

Abrams BYR

_____

Mummies Exposed! Creepy and True #1

H

29.99

9781419733666

Amulet Books

_____

Up for Air

H

29.99

9781419734892

Amulet Books

_____

Happy Messy Scary Love

H

29.99

9781419737206

Abrams BYR

_____

The Stonewall Riots: Coming Out in the Streets

H

29.99

9781419734854

Amulet Paperbacks

_____

Lost in the Jungle: Jack and the Geniuses Book #3

P

12.99

9781419734922

Abrams Appleseed

_____

Babies Can Sleep Anywhere

N

13.99

9781419734786

Amulet Paperbacks

_____

Munmun

P

29.99

9781419733581

Abrams BYR

_____

O Captain, My Captain

H

32.99

9781419734991

Abrams Appleseed

_____

How to Be a Cat

N

15.99

9789887903406

Viction Workshop Ltd

_____

The Typefaces

H

29.99
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